Schedule

Hey there!

I hope you have enjoyed your week! February is quickly coming to an end and if
you're like me, you're preparing mentally and physically for the warm weather
ahead. Spring is only 26 days away!

So much planning has been going into making our 1st-year flower farm a success
and it's giving me all the feels! And then I think about how much time is left to
get ready and my stomach turns into knots. Every day is another forward and
another day closer to having it all together.

In the next few weeks, I'll be gathering all of our flower bed materials and I can't
wait! I'll have a ton of updates on Instagram and Facebook so be on the look-out!

Last week I expanded on the importance of urban agriculture and sustainability.
The growth of our cities is increasing pressure on our pollinators. We all know bees
are in trouble, but little is known about the health of other pollinators. Read more
about the not-so-surprising outcome of an in-depth study of nine cities in the
United Kingdom. Education is the key component to the health of our planet!

If you haven't been to the site in a while, let me tell you about some changes.

My most favorite addition has been our Promo's of the Month section! This month
we're featuring our favorite podcasts. I'm so excited to change these promotions
each month. Keep an eye out for the announcements each month laying out what
we're loving and want to share with you!

If you have anything you'd like to feature, please reach out! We're always open to
working with other people and companies and believe it's important to build each
other up!

With spring nearing, I gave our Culinary Herb Companion Planting Guide a
make-over! Click the link to make sure you receive yours. More resources will be
available in the near future!

Last, but certainly not least, I'd like you to be the first to know about our new ecommerce store! I have spent many weeks, late nights, and early mornings
searching high and low for the perfect products! Sustainability, hand-made, local
artisans, and beautiful designs were the criteria for each chosen item. Since you let
me bring you this exciting adventure before the rest of the world, I want you to
enjoy 30% off your first purchase by using code 30PCS.

Click here to be notified of new products and promotions

Have a great weekend and always remember to
#LoveTheLifeYouLive,
Christina

February Happenings Around the Farm
Two varieties of Iceland Poppies have been started, Champagne and Sherbert
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